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ABSTRACT
Towns are part of regions, neighborhoods are parts of towns,
buildings are parts of neighborhoods, and rooms are parts of
buildings. The relationships and the transitions are all
made comprehensible by systems, systems which are either
inherently generated by the components or logically grafted
to them by man. The intention here has been to find a sys-
tem to organize an existing campus and to generate a new
school which in turn will become part of that campus. As a
system of execution for any such particular scheme, there is
an investigation of the Modulor and a resulting revision.
AN ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEM FOR AN EXISTING CAMPUS
Rarely at the outset is any institution confident of its con-
tinuing existence much less its ultimate size and development.
Hence the physical plants of many institutions reflect unsure,
growth in their extensive, but haphazard development. It is
this problem, rather than that of an entirely new campus, that
has been explored.
During its first hundred years, Tufts University has built just
this sort of unplanned physical plant, but it has also acquiredi
a certain character and a pressing need within the next twenty
years for additional facilities exceeding the total present
ones. The new facilities in conjunction with a basis of exis-
ting ones can conceivably create, at last, logic and order to
the campus and, further, become the generator of a system for
future growth.
THE SYSTE1 EXTENDED TO A CAMPUS SEGMENT
To elaborate the extension of the campus system a segment with
a small total area but a complex program was chosen. This
situation has added significance because it is-not conducive-
to the design principles of unity and depth, and because this
candition repeatedly appears without satisfactory solution.
The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University
requires academic, recreational, dining, and living facilities
within 150,OO square feet. As in most buildings the rooms
vary in size, but not as in large buildings where it is pos-
sible to incorporate various areas within a consistent section,
here the most likely direction for accomodating the different
space requirements is with a systematic variation of section.
A SYSTEMATIC ORGANIZATIONAL VOCABULARY
Consistency and harmony are essential to design and the repe-
tition of similar shapes and relationships &re essential to)
these principles. The Modulor, if understood, can be used to
help effect consistency and harmony. There are two noteworthy
faults of the Modulor: primarily, the dimensions close to the
size of man are not practically applicable - because they are
direct extensions of man they do not provide the generosity
necessary to contain man and his extensions; secondarily, the
dimensions when converted to feet are neither imagable nor
easily comprehensible and therefore difficult to work with.
By revising the Modulor with a slightly larger series of num-
bers still related to man but also accomodating him, such
practical dimensions as comfortable ceiling and door heights
are integral parts of the system. In addition, all the dimen-
sions in the new Blue Series are even feet in the Fibonacci
series except those under three feet which are even inches in
the same system. This means that all of the new dimensions
are easily available, easily remembered and easily worked with.
All of the dimensions above 21 inches are factors of six inches
and half of them are factors of one foot, significantly aiding
practical application.
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TUFTS UNIVERSITY ANALYSIS OF PR~SEI~T CAMPUS
Tufts University is a privately endowed coeducational insti-
tution with a one hundred and twenty-five acre campus in the
inner-suburban residential area five miles north of Boston's
center. This same Medford-Somerville campus has served Tufts
since its commencement aver one hundred years ago. As it is
now, the campus visually reflects the history of Tufts as
rings of abandoned fortife' walls betray the occurance of un-
planned city growth.
The first building,, Bllou Hall,. a proud and disciplined
Georgian hall, was nobly situated on the crest of Walnut Hill,
one of the highest hills in the area, overlooking Boston anl
the harbor. Despite reservations that adjacency to Harvard
would stifle any new college, Tufts grew and new buildings
began to dot the hilltop. There was no plan, no scheme, no
goal, just more square feet. Fortunately there was some con-
sistency: the buildings were mutually compatible, and they all
were either parallel or perpendicular to Ballou. The more
important condition, the direction of the contours of the Hill,
were ignored. Because flat land was sought for construction,
the buildings were circumscribe& about the Hilltop except on
the western end which contained the Medford reservoir. The
College Yard was formed. Before the end of the first quarter
3
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of the twentieth century there were no building sites left even
though the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) was only 0.24, hut at least
the circumscribing system the buildings followed was strong
enough to make an image. As further expansion became necessary,
land around the Hill was chosen for new building sites, not
with the existing system in mind but only with the requirements
that they be flat, adjacent, and vacant. The image became di-
luted when the engineering complex was built east of the Hill
across busy College Avenue, when the Chemistry Building was
built south of the Hill and separated from it by a residential
block, when the new men's gymnasium was built north of the
Hill across Boston Avenue and the Boston and: Maine Railroad:
tracks, when the women's housing was located. gouth of the Hill,
and when the special facilities including Cohen Auditorium,
Alumnae Hall and the Tufts Theatre were also situated south of
the Hill. The last stage of the development has been the next
obvious direction, the filling of the reservoir, hopefully to
re-establish the campus core.
There were two major physical problems caused by the relation
of the new building site to the existing campus: the hilltop
development became very linear and the new site was related to
the contours of the Hill but not to the existing buildings.
Even so the new buildings were extraordinarily insensitive.
Carmichael Hall was thrown across the entire extreme end. of the
Reserroir Court as an unmistakable termination- of the long axis
thereby worsening the linear quality of the Hilltop. Carmichael
was aligned with the contours of the Hill as is the new Miller
Dormitory. This did not solve the problem, it merely avoided
the issue; now there are two, systems of buildings not in any
way resolved with each other.
It might be also noted that Carmichael was placed at the
western property line of the Tufts Campus which is only a legal
boundary; the important boundary, the edge of the Hill, is one
half a block away and thereby is serious obstruction to a
unified hilltop.
The result of these years of haphazard growth has left Tufts
with a large campus equipped with an even scattering of buil&-
ings so that the prominent Walnut HilI is hardly discernible
as the campus center. The land-use- pattern reveals that the
weak physical center is equally lacking a concentration of
human activity. For example, only one third of the precious
little academic space at Tufts is on the Hilltop with over
one half of the total space: on the Hill being used for admini-
stration and dormitories. Indeed the life at Tufts is spread:
as evenly as its buildings.
Tufts has only 63 square feet of general academic space per
student. 120 square feet is recommended, MIT has 200.
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The new plan must cope with these existing conditions, but it
must give equal concern to the continuance of other.present,.
objectionable, and unnecessary practices. These include
proposals to build on the principal remaining open spaces
which are the only significant ones in that area of Medford and
Somerville. Thiis Spring a prominent architectural firm recom-
mended that the new library be built on the South Lawn because:
it is the present geographical center of the Campus. Other
undesirable practices include permitting vehicular traffic:
on the Hilltop, allowing through traffic to use most of the
streets, of continuing significant openL parking in campus
centers, and persisting thinking without the total campus in
mind. Not until a plan can solve these existing problems can
it be considered for the future*'
TUFTS UNIV~SITY THE CAMPUS SYST~A1
Tufts University exists with the heirarchy of a living insti-
tution., The Medford, site exists with its own heirarchy,
powerful and complete. Yet the extensive University facilities
lack- a clear order of their own., The attempt has been to; find;
a system of building with the existing facilities as a basis
that will combine the given University with the given3 site.
Dormant but perceptible after studying Tufts' land-use is the eke
game simple order that is the powerful and sophisticated, light
pattern of the "New England Supertown" as it appears from the
air at night. The brightest area, the center of the image, is
downtown Boston (the University Library); this center is sur-
rounded by the less bright but even glow of the broad bandi of
urban development (the general academic facilities) radially
bisected by waterways and highways (the pedestrian and vehicular
ways .of the campus)' Further out from the downtown and some-
what separated from the urban band is another peripheral
development, this time of sparkling clusters of the dependent
towns (special facilities) connected to the core by bright
highways. The overall organization becomes remarkable when
one realizes that itaiUms are not- the &epeAdent-ons ar4 the
"supertown! but they extend to the whole region: and to individual
buildings, and that each of the parts, regardless of importance
TUFTS UNIVERSITY' THE CAMPUS SYSTEM
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in addition to being an essential part of the whole complex,
is itself a similar living organization. The whole and the
parts are all living, flexible, and mutually complementary.
Although there are many other systems of organization, this one,
clearly used, can be a natural, simple and effective solution
to all of Tufts physical problems. It has the heirarchy that
is inherent in the University, that is dormant in the existing
facilities, and that can be well expressed by the site. Walnut
Hill with its pronounced profile can well complement a high
density core as the surrounding acreage can naturally accomodate
the lesser developments.
According to this outlined system of organization, this thesis
proposes that:
1) The Main Library be built between the College Yardi
and the Reservoir Court.
a) Then the academic center of the campus
coincides with the prominent architectural
center.
b) The College Yard and the Reservoir Court
become articulated and comprehensible spaces.
c) The two different building systems on the
Hilltop become resolved.
2) The existing outer complexes be allowedL to remain,
With expansioni used- to further define and organize
them as dependent units.
New complexes be added as satellites of the campus
core whenever needed and with F.A.R. densities
varying within the extremes of .65 to 1.0.
a) Then the periphery complexes will relate
to, the Hilltopasrthe Hilltop complexes
~ relate to the Main Library; they will become
an integral part of the visual order of the
campus.
b) Then the relatively small and low density
complexes together with the open. athletic
fields will provide an ideal transition
between the evenly developedL surrounding
residential area and the high density campus
core. -
c) The functions of the campus that relate only
to a f ewri for only part of the time are
properly removed from the high activity core.
d) The activity within each of the parts is
kept at a high level with full populatiom
during the few hours that each complex has
major use.
This approach allows the organization of the campus, destroyed
by fractionating and periphery growth, to be regained with the
development of an unusually high density core to overcome the
boredom and inefficient waste caused by even, ungraduated waste.
It is possible to preserve all the principal open spaces and
to enhance them by better definition. It also solves the
ciculation problems and it organizes any expansion.
EXPANSION,
Even though -the system is powerful, it provides unusual expaa-
sion possibilities. The gross pred-ictedi 1980 need is enough
to fully effectuate the visual order of the system yet the
recommended F.A.R. will allow 256 expansion within the existing
and proposed complexes and the core. By the addition of another
general academic complex eventual expansion could accomodate-
50 more space than the 1980 predicted, need.
CIRCULATION
The radial vehicular circulation pattern, even with its ring
road, channels most of the traffic straight out from the campus
core leaving the pedestrian, ways between the perimeter of the
campus and the core free of heavy cross traffic. Essentially
this is a separation of vehicular and pedestrian traffic with-
out grade separations. There is one, but only one, pedestrian
bridge require& over Boston Avenue and the B6ston and Maine
Railroad tracks to ease pedestrian flow to that existing part
of the campus.
LAND - USE
The land-use patterm is virtually unchanged although there is
now emphasis on a more concentrated core and better defined
subordinate areas.
PROPOSED LAND AREAS AND BUILDING DENSITIES BY LAND USE
ACADDIC CORE
Proposed- area
Proposed-F.A.R.
Recommended, capacity of site
Predicted- 1980 need, gross
The Yard-and Reservoir Court
19.8
1.5
1,290,0.00
820,000
4.8
ENGINEERING COMPLEX
Proposed area
ProposedF.A.R.
Recommended capacity of site
Predicted- 1980; need, gross
SPECIALIZED ACADEMIC COMPLEX
Proposed area
Propose& F.A.R.
Recommended capacity of site
Predicted 1980 need,. gross
WOMEN' S INDOOR ATHLETIC COMPLEX
Proposed area
Proposed F.A.R.
Recommended capacity of site
Predicted 1980 need, gross
5.5 acres
.75
188,000
177,000
6.1
.65
16.4,000:
125,500
1.2
1.0.
54,000
40,000
acres
sq. ft.
sq. ft.
acres
sq. ft.
sq. ft.
acres
sq. ft.
sq. ft..
acres
JACKSON COLLEGE HOUSING *
Proposed area 7.8 acres
Proposed F.A.R. .9
Recommended capacity of site 302,000 sq. ft."
Predictedl 1980 need, gross 295,000 sq. ft.
TUFTS COLLEGE HOUSING
Proposed area 15.0 acres
Proposed F.A.R. .75
Recommended capacity of ate 480,000 sq. ft.
Predicted 1980 need, gross 380,000 sq. ft.
MN'S INDOOR ATHLETIC COMPLEX **
Proposed area 3.Q acres
Proposed F.A.R. .9
Recommended- capacity of site 117,000 sq. ft.
Predicted 1980 need, gross 83,00 sq. ft.
MARRIED STUDENT HOUSING
Proposed: area 5.5 acres
Proposed: F.A.R. .65
Recommended Capacity of Site 155,000 sq. ft.
Predicted 1980 need, gross 110,500 sq.. ft.
CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES **
Proposed area 3.0 acres
Proposed F.A.R. .65
Recommended Capacity of Site 86,000 sq. ft.
Predicted. 1980 need, gross 60,000 sq. ft.
GENERAL ACADEMIC COMPLEX
Proposed area 14.0 acres
Proposedc F.A.R. 1.0
Recommended capacity of site 602,000. sq. ft.
Reserve for long range expansion, after 1980.
MEN' S ATHLETIC FIELDS 17.2 acres
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC FIELDS 18.0 acres
"OLD CAMPUS" MIXED RECREATION'
OPEN HILLSIDE
SURFACE PARKING
TOTAL CAMPUS
TOTAL RECOMMENDED CAPACITY
TOTAL PREDICTED 1980. NEED
RESERVE FOR LONG RANGE EXPANSION
TOTAL AVAILABLE FOR ,EXPANSION AFTER 1980
152.5
2,736;000
2,090 ,,O00
602,,o000
1,248,000.
*Includes housing for Affiliated7i Schools.
**Includes the service buildings for the entire campus.
***The University has intendet to establish & Center for the
Behavioral Sciences for several years, but financing is not
yet available.
3.8
23.0
acres
acres
acres4.8
acres
sq. ft.
sq. ft.
sq. ft.
-ag. ft.
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THE FLETCHER SCHOOL PHYSICAL PLANT ANALYSIS
The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy is a graduate school
exclusively concerned with the basic philosophies and aspects
of international relations. It is a small school of about one-
hundre& students with its own operations, programs, and students
which are separated from and rarely influenced by the rest of
the University. These conditions together with the rigorous
program, the very extensive use of the library, and the School's
philosophy of promoting close fellowship among it students
make it necessary to provide the academic, recreational, and
housing facilities in close integratiom with one another. Since
the total building volume is small the accomodation of the many
varied functions that make up a near total environment into
separate and, satisfactory buildings is unlikely
The major architectural problem invplved with the Fletcher
School is how to organize the many small quantities of vastly
different functions into a basic building that can continually
anticipate the changing demands of the dynamic process of educa-
tion and of changing administrations.
The secondary architectural concern of the Fletcher School is
whether it -satisfies it role as part of 'the campus. Specifically,
the academic, the recreational, and the residential segments of
15
-- PH*YSICAL PLANT ANALYSIS.THE FLETCHER SCHOOL
the School must be organized according to their own individutal
requirements, their relation with the other components of the
School, and the relation of the School with the rest of the
campus, and in addition, to those patterns of activity created
from the policies of the School.
The most distinctive particular requirement of the School is
its inordinately- large and extraordinarily important library.
The highly specialized library is expected to have 200,OOQ
volumes by 1980 to serve a student body of slightly more than
one-hundred people. This is three times greater than the ratioi
of volumes per student at Harvard, thewoi'ld1 s largest university
library system. In addition to sheer size theimportance of
the Fletcher Library is reflected in the School's policy of
keeping it open continuously through the last several weeks of
each semester.
THE SYSTEM EXTENDED TO THE CAMPUS SEGMENT
As the campus is organized by complexes with a common core, as
the core is organized by platforms sharing the campus common
and the library, as the platforms are organized with buildings
enclosing a common coutyard, the Fletcher School is organized
with areas of increasing dimension forming the common space.
Examined in some detail on page 55through page 66.
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The many functions have been organized vertically for a stronger
unity, a mutually contributing common experience, and greater
convenience. The functions requiring intense concentration
with relative quiet and little physical activity are at the
extremescof the vertical organization and those requiring- the
least concentration and- the most activity are at the middle of
the system. The eight levels of the Fletcher School and the
graduate complex are organized as follows from the top to the
bottom:
8. Library:
7. Carrels
6. Faculty Offices & Research
5. Classrooms
4. Recreation and Dining
3. Circulation (Campus Level)
2. Student Living Rooms
1. Bedi and Study Rooms
Having made the primary decisiom to use a basically vertical
organization, the suceeding problems involved the organization
of each of the parts. Since each of these parts contained a
wide variety of space requirements within a very small square
footage, a system of increasing depths was applied to each of
the important divisions of the School.
A system
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A SYSTEMATIC ORGANIZATIONAL VOCABULARY
The schematic organization of the campus and the buildings
cannot become architecture until the campus and the buildings
and all the relationships of all the parts are exactly deter-
mined. This is the phase of architectural activity where a
universal scale must be consciously accepted as a pervading,
governing factor and: where a theory of proportion might be
valid and; useful.
SCALE
Scale is a referent to size, but size is not. referent to: scale.
Scale is an order of magnitude. Architecture is man's self-
made physical environment. Hence architectural scale is the
human order of magnitude generated into buildings so that man's
mind will be subconsciously stimulated to know exactly how he
fits into the whole scheme of his environment.. Indeed, his
environment will be more harmonious and more unified if it is
obviously as well as inherently generated by him. If a man is
in a football stadium he should realize his relative unimpor-
tance, but he should also realize that the stadium was created:
by a factor of man. Equally, if a man is in his own private
office, he should feel all important, that the office exists
for him, to anticipate his needs and desires.
18
Size itself has little to do with scale. Gibson has pertinently
remarked, "Scale, not size, is actually what remains constant in
perception." If this constant is understood then all organiza-
tions may be resolved into a positive plane of reference, a
common experience to exploit the possibilities of scale.
This philosophy opposes the normal connotations of "monumental
scale" and. "intimate scale". Certainly there may be and need;
be monumental buildings and intimate buildings, but because
they are both for humans they are necessarily of the same scale.
Monumental scale implies and often is interpretedl as building for
giants as intimate Acale.is building for lesser people even
though normal people are always the inhabitants. This is absurd.
The philosophy of the universal scale establishes the human
plane of reference for all architecture as is natural.
The Egyptians expressed their understanding of scale by building
temples with a complete lack of it. By eliminating scale the
worshipper was given a definetly unclear relationship with the
building. This is different from having a weak relationship or
no relationship at all with the buiding. Undoubtedly this un-
clear relationship reflected the mysticism of the Egyptian
religions.
Gibson, John J. The-Perception of the Visual World.
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Since scale is realized in buildings by a process of expanding
comparisons, the elements of a building must be groupe& to
permit these comparisons. The Piazza San Pietro was originally
a marvelous example of architectural scale by comparison. An
observer after weaving through the tight Roman streets was so
accustomed. to spaces of the same order as himself that first
glimpse into the huge Piazza transmitted an explosion of space,
surprise and awe. Now Mussolini's grand axial avenue changes
the plane of reference and much of the impact is lost. Perhaps
it would be somewhat different if either Bernini's colonade or
Maderna's facade had the universal scale themselves, then the.
preconditioning would not be so important.
Frank Lloyd Wright uses scale to great advantage in the Guggen-
heim Museum. The almost scaleless exterior is the transition
which frees man from the influence of the 5th Avenue and Central
Park environment and neutralizes him so. that hi.s experience upon
entering the carefully scaled and articulated great space is
significantly enhanced.
A universal scale is essential for the controlled results of
any interruption of the scale pattern, but a universal scale
is primarily important as .a, natural and necessary factor of
harmony and unity.
THEORY OF PROPORTION
Although the proportional relationships of architectural ele-
ments, always a conscious concern, is most commonly dealt with
intuitively, some architects as distinguished as"A1bertiUerdd le
Corbusier have sometimes used a theory of proportion. The
reason for using such a system is to achieve a more integrated,
total organization and a higher degree of harmony than is other-
wise likely.
John Ruskin points out that two parts of any system of propor-
tion must be distinguished& (1)"apparent" proportion, "the
sensible (aesthetic) relation of qualities," andL (2)"construc-
tive" proportion, "the adaption- of quantities to functions."
"Apparent proportion" is "one of the most important means of
obtaining unity amongst things which otherwise must have
remained distinct," and "may be considered as lying at the root
of most of our impressions of the beautiful*" "Constructive.,
proportion' on the other hand "is agreeable, not (necessarily)
to the eye, but to the mind, which is cognizant of the function
to be performed."1
The success of any system of proportion cana be measured; rith
the effectiveness with which it accomodates apparent and
1Ruskin, John. Modern Painters. vol II, p 62.
constructive proportion. The Modulor admnirably fulfills the
requirements of the former as it equally fails to satisfy the
latter. After explaining these points, a new theory of propor-
tion is presented that retains all. the advantages of the Modulor
while fulfilling the functional requirements of man as well as
being easier to use and remember.
APPARENT PROPORTION
Since apparent proportion- is thought to be instrumental in
creating beauty, it is natural in any system to question the-
inherent beauty in the basic, generator. The history of the
golden section, found on pages 801 through 86% concludes that,
although seriously concernedt scholars have shown and/or
expressed conviction that the proportions of the golden section
are highly pleasing, scientific investigation has been incon-
clusive. Even Jay Hambidge who spent most of his later life
trying to relate the proportions of the golden section with
Hellenic designs remarked, "there is little ground for assump-
tion that any shape, per se, is more beautiful than any other."1
The chief aesthetic significance of the golden section seems to
lie in the application of two theories: one, that the human
brain seeks to organize the object in the least complicated
Hambidge, Jay0  Dynamic S'mmetroy p 590
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manner and the other,, that the degree of work done by the brain
in order to perceive an object determines the degree of order
an object possesses. The rationale is "if a rectangle is subr-
divided near the ratio 1:1.618 the proportions of the new
rectangles are decisive enough so as not to force the eye to
equivocate. If the division occurs too close to: the edge,, the
remaining sectioa is inconsequential, and if it is cut only
slightly off center, it seems that the division. is a mistake.
All this simply means is that those shapes which require the,
least effort for the mind to organize are deemed the most satis-
factory"lI "The golden mean means neither too much nor too
little, but moderation, the comforting average: everything to
rest the eye but nothing to concern the mind."2
Apart from the aesthetic value of the golden section itself
is its primary value as a mathematical means to an aesthetie
end. Similarity of shape as a source of unity in design- is
beyond reproach. It was William Watkins Lloyd who recognized
that it is the repetition itself that is important, rather than
the nature of the repeated ratios. The principle is explained:
in his preliminery discussion. of Greek proportion:
lStifter, Charles T. Architectural Prooortion.
%oyd, Robin. "The Search Ior Pleasingness". p 203.
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The ratios employed in a particular
building are comparatively few, being
selected with reference to the forms
required, their contrasts and grada-
tions. Hence certain leading ratios
are repeated andi variedt in mode of
application; they are never applied
without logical propriety, and above
all the harmony of proportion is
consulted by persistent selection of
rectilinear proportions that cow-
ciliate rectangular and vice versa.
"The object of proporti'on is the creation of order apparent to
the eye by the repetition of similar figures, and this is
accomplishe& by the generation of patterns of relationships
of mathematical proportion between the linear dimensions of the
design. Of these patterns of proportional relationships, the~
geometric progression is typical. In the middle of the nine-
teenth century along with the aesthetic revival of the golden
section, a mathematical interest was aroused because of its
resemblance to the Fibonacci series. Nothing more was implied;
but finally, at the beginning of this century William Schooling
made an important contribution by turning attention from the
golden section considered- as an isolated. geometric constructionr
to the geometric progression based on the ratio> 1.618. The
proportion involved in geometrical construction has always been
1Cockerell, C. R. The- Temples of Jupiter Panhellius at Aegina
and of Apollo Epicurius at Bassae (1860) which contains W. V.
Lloyd's "L1emaoir of the systemof proportion employed in the
design of the Doric temples at Phigaleia and Aegina".
2Scholfield, P. H. The Theory of Proportion in Architecture-.
p 126.
implicit. Schooling points out that the.peculiar value of the
1.618 series is that property which makes it "the only geometric
progression the successive terms of -which can be obtained by
addition as well as by multipication by the common ratio in the
ordinary way." Le Corbusier grasped this property and was
thereby able to develop the Modulor which dispenses wholly with
calculation. By the simple use of the Modulor scale the
1:1.618 ratia, can be fully exploredi within the- limits of all
the seven related rectangles with the ratias 1:2, 1:1.618,
1.618:2, 1:1, 2:1.618, 1.618:1, and 2:1.
The golden sectio= can be Pemployed in
almost endless combination to secure a
perfect harmony. It is the relative end-
lessness of such combinations which
precludes any mechanistic explanation
of the total harmony of a work of art;
for although the counters in the game
are rigid., it requires instinct and sensi-
bility to use them for a.fine effect. I
would also like to suggest a hypothesis
based; on the analogy of poetry. It is
well known that a perfectly regular metre
in verse is so monotonous as to become
intolerable. Poets have therefore taken
liberties with their measure; feet are
reversedi within the meter, and the whole
rhythm ay he counterpointed. The result
is incomparably more beautiful. In the
same way, in the plastic.arts certain
geometrical proportions, which are the
proportions inherent in the structure of
world may be the regular measure from2
which art departs in subtle degrees.
Cook, Thomas. Curves of LIfe. (Schooling's work is incorpo-
rated in this book.)
2Read, Herbert. The- Meaning of Art. p 23.
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Considering only apparent proportion, le Corbusier's the
Modhlor comes very close to being an ideal system of architec-
tural proportion-
(1) It allows infinite solutions. It generated
various sizes and shapes that are all integral
parts of a common. system. (This contrasts with
arithmetic multiple systems whose only common
denominator is a basic unit that makes the
system finite.)
(2) It is a geometric progression that is also
usable because it is additive, subtractive,
multiplicative, and divisible.
(3) It creates an order that can be easily apparent
to the eye.
(4) The system of varying sizes is more exactly
comprehensible tho man because the significant
progressions coincide with equally significant
nodal points,, extensions of man.
CONSTRUCTIVE PROPORTION.
Constructive proportion, concerns the adaptability of a system
of proportion to the various functional and practical require'-
ments of men and buildings, namely:
(1) It must provide in a natural way for man and
his functions.
(2) It must be convenient for the d'esigner to use,
and for the contractor to build
(3) It must be adaptable to standard materials
without excessive waste.
The Modulor cannot satisfy any of these. Nowhere in either
series of dimensions can such basic architectural modules as
the height of a door, the width of a door, the height of a
NA0erE
A system of proportion~ in art.
Watercolor by Lyonel Feininger.
comfortable ceiling, or the size of a bedi be foundi althoggh
boldly in evidence, though rather useless architecturally when
interpreted literally, are man's height and the height of his
navel. The last two dimensions are indicative of the major
error in the philosophy of the Modulor. All the dimensions of
the Modulor are direct extensions of man predicated: by the false
notion that architecture is an extension of man. It is not,
but it is the container of man and his functions. extended.
Containers must be somewhat larger than their contents which
explains why the Modulor fails to satisfy definite basic
dimensions at the order of man.
A lesser objection. to the Modulor is -the difficulty of its
executioni-for the designer and for the contractor because the
strong relationships inherent in the concept do not translate
into equally imagable dimensions. The dimensions are even
awkward' (for example 440 inches), and their system is not
easily apparent. The cause is our arbitrary number system
which just does not happen to comfortably adapt itself to; the
logic that is the Modulor. Though not the fault of the Modulor,
this has, nonetheless, significantly retarded its acceptance.
The last serious objection is the Modulor's lack of any single
denominator common to the entire system larger than one half
inch. In this era of mass production:and standard materials,
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multiples of at least three inches are essential and additional
factors of four, six and twelve inches are of more than
considerable utility.
The strenth of the Modulor has been- able to keep it alive
despite these inadequacies but not without severe restrictions.
A NEW SYSTDI OF PROPORTION
The Modulor is a very good theory of proportion that only lacks
adjustment for use. This thesis proposes that six inches be
added to. the generator, man's height of 6'-O", and extendecd
into the system so that the architectural dimensions acquire,
the generosity needed to. comfortably contain man. Another
advantageonus result is complete compatibility between the
system of feet andi inches and the theory of proportion.
Le Corbusier's projection of the human and therefore- the uni-
versal scale into the system is valid; in fact, this scale is
an essential organizational principle of proportioning resulting
from the individual's tendency to consider himself the measure
of all objects. It might be argued that the proposed' addition.
of a tolerance will ruin this relation which exists between man
and the dimensions of the Modulor. -This is not the case because
the reactions of the eye, unlike those of the ear, are relative.
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The eye is not able to perceive slight deviation or exagerations
of a system as the ear is able to perceive mathematical and
spontaneous effects as the harmbnies and, disharmonies in music.
For example, if two. sound waves with a frequency ratio. of 15:16
arise simultaneously, they will reinforce each other every time
the one has vibrated: fifteen and the other sixteen times. This
will produce extra large oscillations and between these strong
blasts there willl be points where the vibrations annihillate
each other. The result will be a tone of a weird quavering,
uneven sequence which can be very unpleasant. Small mathema-
tical discrepancies in music are exaggerated when transmitted
to the brain, while small deviationis in architecture, if relati:ve,
are not perceptible. The eye, accustomed as it is to compensa-
ting for variations in people, can naturally accept a system
so closely related to the 6'- Ot" man
'7
THE REVISED MODULOR
NEW RED SERIES NEW BLUE SERIES
2k inches 3 inches
4 5
8
10} 13.
18 21
2 feet 6 3feet
4 5
6 6 8
10 6 13
17 21
27 6 34
44 6 55
72 89
116 6 144
188 6 233
305 377
493 6 610
The Revised Modulor retains all the qualities; that are so
essential to good apparent proportion yet in the following
ways it can also encourage good constuctive proportion.
(1) It provides for man:
It has a comfortable door height, 6'-6" (Modulor,
7t.51t); door widths, 3'-O" and 2'-6" (Modulor,
34" and 44k"); ceiling height, 81-0" (Modulor,
7t.-51); bed. dimensions of 6'- 6 " x 4'-O" or 3'-0".,
(Modulor 6'-0" x 34" or 44t"); the standard
counter height, 3'-0" (Modulor, 34"); and the
standard table height, 2'-6" (Modulor, 27h").
(2) It is convenient:
The Revised Modulor is perfectly compatable with
the foot and inch system. All the dimensions
above 21" in the New Blue Series are even feet.
in the Fibonacci series, the numbers to that
point are even inches in the same series. The
numbers are imagable, they are, easy to remember,
comprehend, project, design with and build from.
(3) It is adaptable to standard materials:
American building materials are most commonly
available in 8'-O" x 41-O" sheets or in multiples
of 3", 4", 6", or 12". The Revised System pro-
vides for them all. Both 8'-0" and. 4'-0" are on
the new system; all the numbers in the New Blue
Series above 21" are multiples of 3", 4", 6", and
12"i and all the numbers in the New Red Series
above 10" are multiples of 3" and .6" with a
third of them being also multiples of 4" and 12".
Below the number three the Fibonacci series, the basis of this
system of proportion,. is seriously incommensurable. Le Corbu-
sier avoided this problem by generating his dimensions from the
very small units of inches and centimeters, but he created the
more severe problems of an unwieldy system that is hard to
comprehend and difficult to economically apply. The proposed
system overcomes these objections by using units twelve times
larger, and solves the problem of incommensurability below three
feet by changing to the same series in inches which replaces
the normal 2'-O" dimension with the more exactly proportional
21" and allows the system to continue with accuracy to a
minimum dimension of 2i".
It is hoped that the Revised Modulor solves all the major
problems of systems of proportion and that it can serve as
a helpful organizational vocabulary.
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PROBLEMS OF THE UNIVERSITY PHYSICAL PLANT
Providing adequate physical plant facilities is one of higher,
education's greater concerns, one that can never be definetly
and finally solved because education is not a static process.
The student population grows, its make-up alters and its de-
mands on the educational plant change. Equally ilmportant,
teaching methods alter and improve and subject matter fields
expand, requiring new kinds and amounts of space and equipment.
Techniques of research, the increasingly vital produc-t of our
colleges and universities, are in constant flux, and new public
services are created, demanding new solutions to: space problems.
Then "the task of a University is the creation...(for) the
future, so far as rational thought, and ciiilized modes of
appreciation, can affect the issue. The future is big with
every possibility of achievement and of tragedy."1
Further this is an era when policy decisions for future pro-
gramming are exceptionally influential. In addition to the
normal dynamic needs of educational facilities, this era is unique
with such a tremendous proportional increase in enrollment
within such a short period. Moreover the enrollment for each
institution will likely be of that order of its ultimate size,
making planning somewIat more purposeful than usual.
Whitehead, Alfred- North. Modes of Thought. p 233.
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The proportional increase in enrollments has two> principasl
causes: a peculiarly large population increase and the rapidly
evening ratio of college students to college age population.
Normally the population doubles about every fifty years. The
low birth rate during the Depression together with the high
birth rates commencing with World War II is causing the college-
age population to double in only twenty years.1 Toy compound
the pressure from exploding population is the increasing percent-
age -of students toa student age- populatilon. This alone ias been
responsible for the enlarging record college, enrollment in the
last half decade when the college age population has been lower
than any other time in overa quarter of a century. The student
portion of the college age population has increased about 15
per year for the last twenty years.2 If in the next twenty
years it increases only 156 then with the population increase
colleges will have to accomodate three times as many students
than at the present.
By interpreting these facts two factors emerge which make an
approximate ultimate enrollment projection or demand, reasonable.
One is that in t-wenty years the: student to, student age popula-
tion relationship ill be 505. Unlike the 10 ratio of twenty
years ago, the new ratio is of the same order of magnitude as
The College Blue Book, 8th Edition. p 565.
Ibid. p 565.
the ultimate ratio, possibly 75j. It is generally only waste-
ful and frustrating to try to plan for the future of large
institutions more exactly than for a systeme at a certain order
of magnitude. Rarely before has comparatively reliable infor-
mation been available to establish flexible limits within which
workable plans for long term institution expansion can be base&.
Secondly, enough students of every quality will be available
by 1980 so that most institutions after evaluating their objec-
tives, endovments, and faculties can presently set clear poli-
cies and provide them with optimum conditions for academic
depth and intellectual development.
These statistics offer the planner relative security in pre-
dicting needs for the sound but not exceptional institutions.1
These institutions including Tufts University, which are now
confronted with the demands of society to expand and their own
desires to raise standards, are uniquely qualified to reap the
major advantages from this timely situation.
Standards can be significantly raised simply by raising the
quality of the student body. Current conditions make this
IThe excellent institutions invaribly have long had clear pur-
poses and their policies are primarily determined by optimal
curriculum, student, faculty, and endowment relationships
rather than with the available quantity and quality of students.
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eminently possible. But after that the University must continue
to attract desirable students. There is no general solution.
Only the peculiarities of each institution can generate its
appropriate policies.
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The beginnings of the movement which led to the founding of
Tufts College go back more than a century to the days when
world famous clipper ships were being built in the Medford
shipyards at the base of Walnut-,Hill. The Tufts Charter was
issued in 1852, and its first commencement was held in 1857.
Although the impulse which culminated in the founding of the
University largely originated in the liberal Universalist
Church, the University has always maintained: a non-sectarian
policy and "has truly represented the original conception of
higher education in a liberal environment."1
It is noteworthy tham Hosea Ballon, II raised serious objection
to the proposed Medford site because of its proximity to Harvard.
This, not as Ballou prophesied, has been a major asset, as
Harvard has assisted Tufts in inaugerating several programs,
it has made some of its faculty available to Tufts on a part
time basis, and Harvard not only cooperates with Tufts in
administering the Fletcher School but also grants it reciprocal
course and library privileges.
Other significant Tufts milestones include the establishment
of the Engineering School and the Divinity School in 1869, the
1 Tufts University. Undergraduate Colleges, Bulletin of Tufts
University, 1959. p 18.
HISTORY AND ORGANIZATIONTUFTS UNIVERSITY
awarding of advanced degrees in Arts and Sciences as early as
1875, the organization of the faculty of the Graduate School of
Arts and Sciences in 1892, and in the same year women were first
admitted to the College, the following year marked the beginning
of the Tufts Medical School, and in 1899 the Boston Dental
College, in operation since1869, ras taken over as the Tufts
Dental School.
The next major development was the formation in 1920 of Jackson.
College for Women, a coordinate college with its own dean burt
sharing the Tufts faculty and facilities. With a bequest of
Tufts benefactor Austin B. Fletcher, the internationally
famous Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy began its career
in 1933.
The most recent addition to the group of colleges and schools
comprising Tufts University is the College of Special Studies
instituted in 1939 to accommodate academic activities which
inherently lay outside the scope of the other faculties. These,
activities and projects are in the form of highly specializedo
and independent professional schools, rnnely: The Boston School
of Occupational Therapy, the Bouvet-Boston School: Physical
Education and Physical Therapy, the Forsyth School for Dental
Hygenists, School of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, and the
Eliot-Pearson School for Nursery School and Kindergarten
Teaching.
Because in organization and historical development Tufts had-
long been a university in everything but name, in 1955 the
College became officially Tufts University.
OBJECTIVES AND GOALS
The Self-Study of Tufts points ou that, "Not much is said, in
the official records to define the main objectives for Tufts as
a whole or for any of its parts. (Even) the Charter of the
Trustees (1852), for example, is singularly barren of basic
philosophy." Tufts has asserted, little more than its desire- to
be "a small University of high quality." Yet the need for tho
University to clearly understand and pursue certain objectivez
is great. Dr. C. B. Hillary, president of Tlayne State University
has expressed the situation by saying, "... No social institution,
least of all a university, is created by accident. The creators,
the faculties, must conceive the university with fair clarity,
and the people for whom it is created and rho support it must
share the image and deeply believe in its objectives. To, make
the image clearer is one of our central tasks... An urban
university, peculiarly exposed. as it is to a tremendous range
of influence and pressures must understand itself with parti-
cular clarity. Otherwise (as the case of Tufts) it stands in
1 Self-Study financed by the Carnegie Foundation in 1957.
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grave danger of losing itself in trying to serve every need
and end a kind of mediocre monstrosity... An urban university
is especially close to legitimate pressures, and would be
consumed by an effort to service all the transient but pressing
needs of various social and economic grou',ps composing the dy-
namic life of the city."
Not only does Tufts basically lack clarity, it has in additioa
yielded to some of these pressures from society by accepting
affiliation with five independent professional schoo-ls. The
increase in strength- of the independent schools makes the
program irrefutable; nonetheless Tufts itself has s"ffered
from a further blurring of objectives.
As voiced by the faculty and administration, the current ob-
jectives and goals are: (1) To be a small university of high
quality. (2) To abstain from further diversification so: the
entire resources of the University can concentrate on raising
the present programs to high quality. (This does not imply
that existing programs Till not expand and enlarge. Indeed,
they must to obtain optimal breadth and depth within them---
selves.) (3) To continue to offer the present extension andc
affiliated progams to qualified students.
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ESTIMATED 1980 ENROLIENT
Aside from meeting the knovn needs of present enrollment and
programs, and assuming no major deviation from the current goals
and objectives, all planning for the physical development of
Tufts is predicated by size.
From its very first years, Tufts' enrollment has increased
steadily, with a slight drop after World War I and a consider-
able rise followed by a much smaller drop after World War II,
and has now reached about 2900 full time equivalent students.
Several times the administrati-on hasiannounced, intentions of
disallowing further enrollment increases or even of cutting
enrollment, nevertheless enrollment has continued to grow.
"The enrollments in Jackson College for Women have bef::= some-
what indicative of the University as a whole. In 1946, when
enrollment in Jackson was at an, all-time high of 477,, its Dean
wrote in her annual report of plans to return to the pro-war
enrollment of 350. The most this unit's enrollment dropped,
however, was to 380 in 1948, and it has since climbed to 625
in 1960.1,1
1Robinson, Jo E. Planning for Tufts University. p 66.
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In 1954, Tufts new president, Nils Y. Wessell, accepted the
changing times and wrote in his President's Report for that
year, "It is unlikely that Tufts College will be able to resist
completely, even if it should elect to do so, the pressures for
an increase in enrollment. A more realistic approach to the
problem is to attempt to decide how much of an increase' is"likely
and in what particular schools or areas it will occur." The
following year he concluded: " After a year of much discussion
within the administration of the University we- believe that our
most realistic prediction for the next ten years is an overall
increase of about 15."
Even though that prophesized rate of grow.th has been accurate
for the first half of the decade, considering Tufts' past
growth and recognizing the vast difference between current
college age population--and current primary school age popula-
tion, it is all too conservative to extend until 1980. At that
time the campus will more than likely be serving 50 more stu-
dents than at the present, or 4300 fiall-time-equivalent stuCnts
in all the graduate and undergraduate programs using the
Medford-Somerville campus.
ESTIMATED 1980 ENROLLMENT BY DIVISIONS OF TUFTS UNIVERSITY1
Arts and Sciences
Jackson College
Engineering
College of Special Studies.
(full time equivalent)
Graduate School of Arts
and Sciences
Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy
Crane Theological School
1550 undergraduate men
900 undergraduate women
850 undergraduate men
450 undergraduates
375 graduate students
130 graduate students
40 graduate students
4,295 total students
It is estimated that of this total, there rwill be 3,400
resident students.
ESTIMATED FULL-TIMF-EQUIVALENT FACULTY IN 1980,
The faculty on the Medford-Somerville campus has the full time
equivalent of 250 members of which 200 are full time members.
This is a student-faculty ratio of 11:1.
Estimating the future size of a faculty is difficult. Currently
there are published theories that a 1:20 ratio of faculty to
students is desirable if properly handled, though historically
the lowest possible ratio has been sought by most schools.
If Tufts, as it intends, significantly increases its gracDate
programs and its orientation toward individually-handled under-
graduate programs it will require a lower Otudent-faculty ratio.
If the recommendation of the Self-Study for a program of
"common intellectual experience" for the first two years of
the Arts and Sciences program is followed and if larger classes
and more "efficient" use of the teaching staff is made, it will
need fewer faculty members relative to the number of students.
Within all the combinations of programming and policy emphasis,
it does not seem unreasonable to expect changes to cancel each
other out; at any rate predicting changes in the student-faculty
ratio is so. hazardous that this thesis will assume that the
student-faculty ratio will remain essentially constant until
1980 indicating a full-time-equivalent faculty of 400-at that
time.
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ESTIMATED NON-TEACHING STAFF AND EMPLOYEES IN 1980
The non-teaching staff and employees at the University now
number about 550 or a 1:5 ratio with students. The feeling is
that the present staff can probably serve a larger student body.1
A 1:6 ratio, would result in a 1980 total of 715 non-teaching -
staff and employees of the University.
PHYSICAL PLANT REQUIREMENTS
Even though the university physical plant is closely relatec to
the population it serves, predicting the plant needs for other
than the imediate future is extremely hazardous because it
deals with the dynamic process of education; student body size
and characteristics change, teaching methods alter, departments
change, and::research diminishes or expands. The following
estimate is based. on the projected. and adjusted. enrollments,
and the predictions are based on a consideration of the present
facilities and their adequacy, and where possible on a compar-
ison of Tufts' space-per-student with figures for other schools.
This indicated that Tufts is very much lower in library space
per student, significantly loror in general acadenic space,
somewhat lower in student facilities, and_ about awerage for
administration, dormitory space per resident, indoor athletic
space, and service space.
Robinson. c-. cit. p 81.
Although these predictions are open to the twin dangers of
projecting defici'endi.es and of specifying too liberally, they
are used to determine the order of Tufts' long range needs.
TUFTS FACILITIES - ADJUSTMENTS RECOMMENDED
EXISTING
SQUAPE FEET
PER STUDENT
R.ECOMMENDED
SQUARE FEET
PER STUDENT
Administration
Main Library
General Academic
Special Facilities
Indoor Athletic
Service
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63-1 120
* From comparison with certain other urban universities as foumd
in the Appendix, Table A of the U :-rZity Circl Reort by
Adams, Howard, and Greeley, and Anderson, Declarith and Haible
.for the University Circle Planning Committee.
TUFTS UNIVERSITY MEDFOR) CAMPUS PLANT RE~UIF~EKTS
- ADM
Existing
Expansion.
IINISTRATION
9 sfps*
9
Net , 1980
HILLTOP - MAIN LIBRARY
Existing
Add for recommended' standardL
Expansion
4 sfps
8
12
Net, 19s0
HILLTOP - GENERAL ACADZAIC
Existing, to remain
Existing, to be replaced:
Add for recomended standard:.
Expansiom
51 sfps
69"
120
Net, 1980
HILLTOP - SPECIAL FACILITIES
Existing
Add for recommended standardi
Expansion
5 sfps
12
20
Net, 1980
* Square feet per student.
HILLTOP
25,100
13,100
38,200
11,200
22.,80Q
17.,400
50,40-0,
62,T00
22,000
116,40
112c,.000
313,1~00
7,0600
22,8001
29, 000
59,400
PLANT REQUIRDIENTSTUFTS UNIVERSITY MEDFORD CAMPUS
HILLTOP - AFFILIATED SCHOOLS
Existing
Expansion.
100 sfps
100
Net, 1980.
HILLTOP - SERVICE
Existing
No expansiom
HILLTOP - HOUSING
Fletcher School
60 Men
40 Women
10 Married Couples'
1 Visiting Faculty
2 Guest Rooms
300, gsfpr*
300
750 gsfpe**
9.00 gsfp-
Groz, 1980
Crane School
30 Men!
10 Married Couples
300 gs4pr
750 gaZp
Gross, 1980
Graduate School of Arts and Science.
90 Single %0 gsapr
50. Married Couples 750. gsfpr
Gross, 100
* Gross square feet per residen:t, inc1uding delning.
** Gross square feet per apartment.
20,000
10,000
30,000
5,000
18,000
12,000
7,,500
900
802
39,200
9,000,
7,50Q.
16,500
27,000
37,500
04, 500
7, sfps
Tufts College
250 Men (existing) 20Q gsfpr
HILLTOP TOTAL
Gross, 1980.
ENGINEERING COMPLEX
Existing, to remain
Existing, .to be replaced&
Expansiona
120 sfps
120 zfps
Net, 1980
SPECIAL ACADDIIC C0MPLE - ACA11IC FACITIES
Existing, to remain 28
Existing, to be replaced
Add. for recommendd. standar4 12'
Expansiom .20
NPC, 1980
SPECIAL ACADI{IC COMPLEX - SPECIAL FACILITIES
22 z psExisting
No Expansion
S PECIAL ACADsC :2D
C0MPLE: TCOTAL
Gross, 1980
IOMEN' S INDOOR ATHLZTICS
Exi sting
Expansion
28 sfps
28 . .
50,'.0Q0
820,000
81 ,.8Q0.
7,.000
45...C0
133,800
31,50
13,000
5,0001
17,000
66,500,
28,400
27 '.000
13,000
42 ,000
MEN'S INDOOR ATHLETIC COMPLEX
Existing
Expansion
MEN'S INDOOR ATHLETIC COMPLEX
Existing
- MEN'S INDOOR ATHLETICS
28 sfps 46,000
28 23,000
09,000
- CAMPUS SEWICES
7 sfps
7
MEN'S INDOOR
ATHLETIC COMPLEX
Net;: 1980
JACKSON COLLEGE HOUSING COMPLEX*
15,000
9,000
24,000
83,000
Existing
Expansion
240 gsfpr
240
Gross' 1980
TUFTS COLLEGE HOUSING COMPLEX
None existing
Expansion 240 gzfpr
PLAYING FIELDS
There are thirty-two net- acres of playing fields exis-
ting. In 1980 this will mean 327 square feet per stu-
dent for the entire student body or 375 square feet per
undergraduate, either of whch are considererl adequate.
* Affiliated school housing is included.
197,000;
98,000
295,000
380,000
PARKING
If Tufts only'continues to provide the present equiva-
lent of one parking space for every 2.3 students it vill
need about 1870 spaces in 1980. Legal curbside spaces
on public streets can only accomodate about 250 cars, a
figure that is certain not to increase.
TOTAL PREDICTED 1980,
NON-RESIDENTIAL
GROSS SPACE
TOTAL PREDICTED 1980
RESIDENTIAL
GROSS SPACE
1,083,000 sq. ft.
97Q00 sq. ft.
Fle tcher School
of Law and Diplomacy
The
THE FLETCHER SCHOOL OF LAW AND DIPLOMACY
A GRADUATE SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS.
The concerns of the Fletcher Schoolt are not similar to those
of Tufts. Explicit demands from general society are nonexis-
tent. Ecdentricities of quantity and quality of student avail-
ability, typical for schools of lesser standards, are negli-
gible. The students of the Fletcher School are only those
most highly qualifiedi for its program. Indeed, the School is
considered by some to be the foremost of its kind. Except that
its buildings are obsolete, insufficient and otherwise inade-
quate, Fletcher's primary concerns are not internal ones but,
indeed, are directly concerned with the plights of state depart-
ments, most notably the lack of effective and prepared person-
nel. These plights increase in urgency as the state depart-
ments increase in importance which is again proportional to
the increasing number and significance of problems invoking
international concern. Senator Stuart Symington has evaluated
the importance of state departments by saying, " The ultimate
future of the world, whether it is to be free or slave, will
not be settled on the battlefields, but re2pher in the minds of
men."
In a Bill introduced to the United States Senate on January 9,
1959 to establish a foreign service academy.
The United States Department of State illustrates the unsatis-
factory situations; the Fletcher School strives to alleviate.
Since World War II the United States has spent more than 60
billion dollars in an effort to prevent expansion of the
Soviet-Chinese empire. It is generally known that, because
American representatives were not properly trained for their
job, much of this money was wasted. 1
Representatives of the United States Department of State don't
understand other cultures, especially in sce important coun=-
tries of Asia and Africa where Western thinking and standards
are unlike those cultures which developed differently over
thousands of years.
The language barrier seems to be regarded by the State Depart-
ment as insurmountable, except through interpreters. In fact
50% of the entire Foreign Service officer corps does not have
a speaking knowledge of any foreign language, and 750 of the
new men coming into the Foreign Service are equally handicapped.
Llewellyn F. Thompson is the only United States Ambassador zn a
communist country (U. S. S. R.) who speaks the tongue of his
assigned country.
Symington, Stuart. "Let's Have a West Point for Diplomats."
Because the United States' representatives have been finade-
quately prepared for the language and culture of other coun-
tries, they live an isolated life, associating mostly ith
other Americans. Hence they are often screened from the
shifting vinds of popular sentirent. 1
A prerequisite for admission: to the Fletcher School is fluency
in at least one langtage in addition to English with knowledge,
of a third language termed"of considerable utility". In adds-
tion the Fletcher School maintains a modern language center to
improve proficiency in foreign languages, The language prcblem
is obvicus and its solution straightforward; the other problem.
are more complex but their solutions are adirably pursued as
explained later.
All facts and figures about the United States Department of
State are from Stuart Symington in "Let's Have a ?!est ?oint
for Diplomats'.'
THE FLETCKE SCHOOL OF LAW AND DIPLOMACY
HISTORY
The Fletcher School was established in 1933 under the terms of
a bequest by the late Austin Barclay Fletcher. The bequest
provided a one million dollar endorment to be held as a sepa-
rate fund by the Trustees of Tufts College for the purpose of
founding a school of law and diplcacy. The actual plan of
the School ras developed by John A. Couzens, Presi.ent of Tufts
College, in cooperation with A. Lawrence Lowell, President o"
Harvard University, and Dean RZoscoe Pound of Harvard Law7 School.
The plan, as originally adopted by the governing authorities of
Tufts College and Harvard University provided tha the two
institutions should share jointly the adinstration of the
Fletcher School. In 1935 the plan of joint a-Msnistration was
altered to provide administration by Tufts College rith th-e
cooperation of Harvard University.
The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy vas a pioneer adven-
ture. A graduate school of law and diplomacy did not exist in
the United States in 1033. Since then oter schools and depart-
ments have been formed more or less efter the pattern of the
-Much of the information in this section -as drarm from an
unpublished report about the Fletcher School prepared by is
faculty during the 1958-59 school year.
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Fletcher School, and world affairs have greatly changed, but in-
many respects the School has retained its individual and pio-
neer character.
FUNCTION AND PURPOSE
From the outset the School has been one in which highly quali-
fied graduate,. students are instructed in subjects appropriate
for the training of aspirants to the foreign service and of
students interested in law and diplomacy.
The School has accepted its responsibility for training stu-
dents and young diplomatic officers of foreign countries as an
essential part of its function and purpose. Thi is not nerely
a responsibility to assist foreign nations in general and new
nations in particular in their need for trained leadership;
it is also an opportunity to develop friend feeling among
such leaders toward the United States and its ways of thought,
and to contribute in a broad way to international welfare.
The School feels that it should constantly emplore new academic
frontiers and scan new horizons, and should be quick to develop
new programs and new methods of study and instructi'on wcnever
reasonable evidence indicates their advantage.
The School fosters research based on grants from fo'ndations
and from other sources, and actively promotes the publication
of related scholarly work.
ACADEMIC PHILOSOPHY
The Fletcher School has undertaken to provide instruction in
the fundamental aspects of international relations. These
aspects have been resolved into an all inclusive three part
curriculum, diplomacy and history, law, and economics. In its
broad philosophy, the School is firmly attachod to the prin-
ciple of liberal education as extended into the internatioal
relations field, in the belief that training in the basic
disciplines rather than in narrow specialties is the surest
way to intelligent leadership in foreign affairs.
SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY
One of the significant characteristics and unique features of
the School is what it calls the- Fletcher Fellowship, the
comunity life which the School affords. This is poszible be-
cause the School is small, almost entirely residential, exclu-
sively graduate, and composed of students from the nation at
large (64 students from 26 states) and 'any foreign countries
(20 students from 14 countries) selected for their superior
intellectual abilities and career interests, who live in close
social relationships and study international affairs together
in an atmosphere of calm scholarship during most of their
waking hours. This kind of community and fellowship does not
"tolerate superficiality, prejudicc and sham, but buicld int-
lectual and emotional depth which are not always the'product
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of classroom work no matter how distinguished it may be."' The
faculty and administration of the School fully appreciate the
significance of the community life, and its preservation is
always a primary consideration in all decisions that pertain to
the School. Although the United States Department of State is
criticized for its representatives associating almost exclu-
sively among themselves to the detriment of their purpose, the
principal causes are not social patterns generated by a ccmu-
nity life sch as the Fletcher Fellovship. Instead, they are
influenced by the situational environment, language deficiency,
and inadequate preparation for intercultural relationships.
ORGANIZATION OF THE SCHOOL
Three degrees are offered. at the Fletcher School: Master of
Arts, requiring one year of resid-ence; Master of Arts in Law
and Diplomacy, requiring two years of resicnce; and Doctc- of
Philosophy requiring at least three years of gduate work of
which at least two must be in residence. The general require-
ments for these degrees are similar to and conConant with the
requirements for similar degrees in the standard graduate
schools in the United States. The.Fletchor program, however,
has two, distinctive features which are (a) the ;-quirement of a
comprehensive oral examination for the Y. A. degree as well as
the Ph. D. degree and (b) the requirement cf a specified dis-
tribution of academic programs among the mjor divisions of the
curriculum.
COMPONENTS OF THE CURRICULUM
The curriculum is divided into three basic parts: (1) Interna-
tional Law, Organization, Administration, and 7orld Politics;
(2) Diplomacy, including courses in American, European, Latin
American, Middle Eastern and Far Eastern Affairz; and (3)
International Economic Relations including international mon-
etary and commercial policies, ccmparative econcnic systems,
and the economic development of underdeveloped areas. Since a
considerable amount of the distribution requirent for ad-
vanced degrees is satisfied in fillIng the requie =mts for
the M. A. degree, the advanced degrees permit a l.arge measure
of specialization. The School's continuing sf- s
and sensitivity to new needs has resulted in ustemnt to its
program and curriculum, and in experimentation for possible nor
directions. More cpecifically, economic matters nor receive
greater attention than formerly. This is particularly true in
the fields of economic development and of trade and commercial
policy. The establishment of the William L. Clayton Center for
International Economic Affairs has facilitated this grorth.
The curriculum has been expanded considerably in the several
fields of diplomacy, in the fields of la and organization,
and in rorld politics. Ex-perientation is being carried on
regarding the contribution to the study of international regu-
lations of the so called behaviorial sciences.
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Since the Clayton Center illlustrates not only an advance which
has already been initiated, but also the kind of enterprise the
school. would like to undertake in other sectors of i:ts work, a
brief description of its purpose and character is relevant.
The Clayton Center is based on three main premises. The first
is the recognition that all persons working in the field- of
international relations need a broad grasp of economic influ-
ences. The second is the obvious need for well trainedspe-
cialists in the field of international economic relations.
And lastly is the belief that the cohool should make a contri-
bution to the government and ta the nation at large through
research and analysis of current economic foreign policies.
Hence the program of the Center embraces (1) a professorship.
which benefits the student body as a whole, (2) fellowships:
and assistantships which enable and encourage outstanding
young people to> specialize in this field, and (3) research
and publication on current policy matters. In addition the
center sponsors lectures which are open to the greater Boston-
community and which, through broadcasts and publication, reach
an extensive public audience. Obviously, centers in other
fields would have appropriate differences, but the School feels
that a great need exists for additional centers in interna-i
tional organization, international political and security
affairs, the United Nation's affairs, and in American
diplomacy.
Although the School feels the need to provi'de depth in all
aspects of its limited: scope, it must. exercise caution and
discreti'ont to prevent proliferate fragmentatiom of its stu-
dents into, groups of narrow specialists.., Essentially it
strives to do. better work within its tested curriculum and
academic limits proven. by long experience to. be sound and
beneficial.
In. fact,, Fletcher students are provided: with almost infinite
depth by virtue of a reciprocal arrangement with Harvard
whereby Fletcher students may freely elect courses ani. use the
libraries of Harvard. University..
THE FACULTY
The resident faculty at the Fletcher School teaches approxi-
mately three-quarters of tle curriculum. I= addition pro-
fessors from the Harvard. Law Schiool as well as members of the
Tufts University faculty are utilized -on a part time basis.
In recent years the School has also drawni upon the faculties
of Bostn University,, BrownT University, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology,, Wheaton College, and. Wesleyan Univer-
sity.
The Faculty Committee for Appraisal has stressed a critical
need for a larger resident faculty. This is needed to permit
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expansion of the curriculum mlong new lines as noted earlier,
to provide additional advanced courses particularly required
for the larger number of students who remain for the Ph. D.
degree, to allow a greater amount of research and larger con-
tributions to current policy analysis, and to make possible a
somewhat more equitable distribution of the teaching load.
A portion of this increased faculty might be on a combined
teaching and research appointment, or could be members ap-
pointed jointly by the Fletcher School and Tufts or Harvard
Universities. This faculty must be of the highest quality and
provided with essential assistance for research.
In thinking about the need for a larger faculty, the S-Tool
does not underestimate the more intangible, but possibly the
more compelling reasons for a larger faculty. In the present
critical world situation where so much is new and almost over-
whelming in technology, and so many revered social ideas appear
to be in solution, an imperitive need exists for bold, imagi-
native, and pioneer thinking on the part of informed men who
can generate from their own competance new solutions for new
problems. At the same time there is a need for reflective -
thinking. Reflective thinking cannotes a large scope of thought,
a broad survey of human experiences, which precede pioneer
thinking if the latter is not to be ephemeral or repetitious
of past error, and therefore useless if not retrogressive and
destructive. These two types of thinking, based upon the widest
possible knowledge, are basically inseparable and have their
proper seat in a university, somewhat removed from the compul-
sions of immediate decisions and action. The university
should be the fountain source of great ideas, and if it cannot
provide its faculty with opportunities for scholarship and
reflection, it will not make significant contribution to the
welfare of mankind.
STUDENT BODY
At the outset the School limited enrollment to approximately
50 students, about ten of whom would likely be women. Since
then the enrollment has grown until the student body now, aver-
ages 85 with the same ratio of women as part of the student
body. The increase has resulted primarily from three factors:
the larger number of students who remain for more advanced
degrees. the acceptance of a considerable number of foreign
students, and the admission of career Foreign Service officers
assigned to the School by the Department of State, and Army
and Navy officers assigned by the Department of Defense.
Since the opening of the School about 1075 students have been
admitted and about 975 degrees have been awarded. including
about 55 Ph. D. degrees. From the.beginning it was the policy
of the School to seek the best qualified students from all over
the United States. In recent years it has become international
representing the world at large.~ Students save been admittedl
from every state and from more than forty foreign countries.
The students are broadly representative of America's highest
ranking undergraduate schoolb. Of the eighty-four students
registered in 1957-58, sitz held Doctor's degreea and: ten other
students held two Master', degrees.
About thirty-eight per cent of Fletcher graduates, by far the
largest single group, have gone into some form of government
service and many of these pecple are attaining the top career
positions. The next largest group has beconz college or
university teachers, and the remainder o. the graduates have
entered a great variety of occupations.
Despite intensive screening before admission, the methods of
selection of foreign students: need to be perfected. In
addition there are several courses ehich should be developed
for the needs of foreign students.
EXISTING FACILITIES
All of the academic facilities of the Fletcher School are now,
as they have been from the outset, housed-in Goddarr. Hall
across Packard Avenue .from the Barnum Museuzm on the Hilltop.,
Goddard Hall was built as a g-mnasim and has always been
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"distinguished for its unattractiveness". -The conversion from
athletic use to academic use was, at best, incompetent.
Goddard was, however, quantitatively adequa"te when the School
was relatively small, the faculty completely- non-re-itident,
there were no; research projects involving space, a negligible
number of students remained for more advanced degrees, the
administrative offices were minimal, andthe student body was
half as large as at present. A faculty report states, "The
School has expanded and vastly improved in everyway except in
regard to its physical facilities. Improvement in this re.pect
is a pressing need. The library is overcrowded, satisfactory
student carrels do not exist, office space for the faculty is
at a premium, and what exists is basically unsuitabe. The
working space for the staff is crowded, nondqate crea is
available for research projects,.and a proper meeting room for
the whole student body and faculty is lacking. The present
buildfing does not offer opportunities for exransion or im-
provement ... " Goddard Hall is not only unsuitable for the
Fletcher School, also it should be razed.
Besides Goddard Hall the School occupies two residence halls.
The larger is Wilson House for men which contains nineteen
single rooms and ten suites for double .occupancy. The other is
Blakeslee House which accomodates six women students. Wilson
House contains the dining room and kitchen facilities for the
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faculty and all the students. These houses are in good condi-
tion and can serve the University well for many more years,
but their capacities are too small for the Fletcher School,
and the individual facilities, although adequate for under-
graduates, are too cramped and ill-designed for graduate
students.
The School wants to provide married student housing and feels
that a residential conmunity adjacent to the School providing
virtually all student housing is highly desirable. 1I'n view
of the philosophy of the School and the living habits of i:ts
students, this approach is sound, feasible, and likely.
THE FLETCHER SCHOOL THE ~ZW FACILITIES
The requirements of the Fletcher School include academic, recre-
ational, and residential facilities. These requirements result
from the philosophy of the school-and the living patterns of
the students and faculty. Even though the recreational facilities
of Tufts are available to Fletcher students, the tventy minute
round trip walk is enough to keep Fletcher students away. The
School feels that there is more than reason enough to provide
limited recreational facilities integrated with the essential
academic and residential facilities.
SITE
Since the Fletcher School is the highest quality and most prestigious
division of Tufts University, it is a definite ad'antage for
the School to have imagability on the campus. The Hilltop site
which has been chosen offers this opportunity although the site
was determined by the location of the proposed Graduate Center.
Peculiar to the School is its independency from the other Schools;
it is a virtual self-contained entity. The curriculum is taught
completely within the School and is not offererl to Tuft's stu-
dents not enrolled in the Fletcher School. Almost as importa.nt
is the separation from the undergraduaate student body primarily
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created by the superior intelligence and, maturity of the Fletcher
student, the rigorous demands of the School's curriculum, and
the satisfaction- of the Fletaher fellowship which. does not
encourage further social diversification., ( The first two
points are fitting and proper, the last one a little severe.
To somewhat.compensate for it, living facilities for other grad-
uates are proposed in close proximity to the Fletcher housing.)
Essentially,. then, the School is only related: to Tufts life
with the use of the bookstore, the cI.npel, -some use of the
main library and little use of the athletic facilities. In
fact, the Fletcher School has more physicail relationship
with Harvard than Tith its own campus. Nonetheless the School
is a part of Tufts which is anxious not to loose the prestige
of the Fletcher School on its Medford campus.
FACILITIES
In March, 1959, Mr. David Larsen, the Administrative Assistant
of the School, prepared a rough draft of the needed facilities
for long range planning. Despite minor inconsistencies, the
program was competent and complete. Not until the philosophy,,
patterns, and policies of the School are examined is it
possible to realize how astutely these have been translated
into physical requirements. This rough draft , revised, is
the basis for this program of the Fletcher School..
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THE EDWARD GINN LIBRARY
The specialized program of this School is reflected. in peculiar
requirements with the most important being the tremendous
library of 200,.000 volumes for only 120 students. In 1980
the Fletcher Library will have three times as many books per
student as the Harvard librariet have now, ten times more than ,
the M.- I. T. libraries, and twenty times as many as the other
Tufts libraries. Although the projected size of the Fletcher
Library seems large, it is probably realistic. Twenty-seven
years ago there was no Fletcher School; today it has 1b times
as many books per student as three-hundred year old Harvard.
The Library, known as the Edward- Ginn Library, consists of
special literature pertaining to the three major areas o-f study
at the School. Its aim is "tapprovide the most needed. material
closely integrated with the courses of instruction." While it
is not basically a research library, it has sufficient materials
for preliminary research in international affairs and contains in
some areas extensive collections that are among the best in the
United States. The Library contains the original Edward Ginn
Library of the World Peace Foundation; it also contains one of
the finest and most complete collections of the Loagus of Nations;
the United Nations collection; and, among others, the splendid,
private library of the late Professor George Grafton Wilson,
Professor of International Law at Harvard. University.
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When the Library reaches 200,000 volumes, shelting space will
likely be composed as follows:
8 The World Peace Foundation.Library
which is shelved according to the
Universal Decimal Classification ,
System (Brussels System).
160 Economics
169 Diplomacy which includes history, political
science, and international relations.
l65l International Law. All of the last three
divisions are shelved according to the
Library of Congress Classification System.
20o' The United Nations Collection which i's
shelved according to the United Nations'
System for its publici~tions.
229 Periodicals
To exaggerate the importance of this library in the Fletcher
learning process is hardly possible. It is regularly kept open
until midnight even though it has only eighty potential users,
and it is kept open on a twenty-four hour basis toward the end,
of each semester. At other times of the year the School permits
upon request the Library to be left open all night on the honor
system. This entails too much risk to be satisfactory. The
Library could remain open on a twenty-four hour basis with
attendants throughout the school.year with an additional fifteen
dollars per student per semester. This is a rather unusual
service but an important one at the Fletcher School; it seems
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desirable and feasible to somewhat extend the time the Library
is supervised and strictly limit its use to that time..
STACKS
The open: stack system is the only method used and the only one-
acceptable to the School.. The stacks, of course,, must be
easily- accessible to the reading rooms and to the carrels. To
have the research rooms adjacent to the stacks would be advan-
tageous, but higher priority would locate the research rooms
adjacent to faculty offices.
CARRIELS
There is so much individual research and library work required
at the Fletcher School that- the faculty considers carrel facil-
ities for each student a vise investment. The carrels will
serve as student offices and,. therefore, must be constantly
available. This requires that they be removed from the library
proper since the library is subject to administrative changes
in. its operating hours. Nonetheless, some sort oZ convenient
relationship with the stacks must be maintained.
RESEARCH ROOMS
The research rooms must be in close proximity with the faculty
offices while circulation to;.the stacks is secondarily impor-
tant. The research that takes place is not part of the curri-
culum but is in the form of projects undertaken by the School
with funds made available by various grants and foundations.
Since the scope of the projects varies widely, three different
sized research rooms that are capable of being used. separately
or in combinationare desirable. Total shelving space for the
three rooms must be adequate for three thousand volumes.
FACULTY OFFICES
As the curriculum is divided into three parts, so is the faculty.
Each part of the faculty is somewhat independent of each other
part. Each requires its own secretary and its own conference
room as its own faculty offices. The work load of each divi-
sion's single secretary will constantly vary; therefore, the
overall efficiency can be measurably increased if, besides
being primarily related with a part of the faculty, they can
be secondarily related with each other.
LECTURE HALL
One lecture roomlarge enough to seat the entire student body
is necessary. Projection and television facilities are desirable.
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The lecture hall will primarily be used to accommodate'~the
curriculum; it will also be used for guest lecturers, panel
discussions, and moving pictures all of which will either
attract a wider audience than the Fletcher students themselves
or will be of a special occasion nature where the audience will
gather for coffee afterwards. The lecture hall should seat -
approximately 200.
CLASSROOMS
The classes at Fletcher vary widely in size. Since a total of
only eight classrooms and a lecture hall are needed for the
entire school, it is imperitive that they be interchangeable
with all the parts of the curriculum to. extend their availability.
LOUNGE FACILITIES
The existing lounge in Goddard Hall, even though it is tiny,
ugly, and i.ll-equipped, is one of the most used areas on the
campus simply because it is needed. It seems that there is
always a fresh pot of coffee brewing and that it is always
occupied. The Fletcher Ad ninistration has requested pleasant
and ample lounges for both students and faculty in any new plant.
RECEPTION FACILITIES
In the tradition of international diplomacy, a place is needed
to hold receptions. This space should be able to use the lounge
facilities for coffee and the kitchen facilities for an occa-
sional buffet. It would also serve the school as a common.
DINING ROOM
It is a long established policy in the dining rooms of the
Fletcher School to serve all meals at the table. The Admini-
stration insists that this be continued. The dining room would
also be used for special dinners, sometimes in conjunction with
the lounge and reception, facilities, and it would be open to,
other graduate students.
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
The program at the Fletcher School is so demanding that the
students ignore the somewhat inconvenient Tufts recreational
facilities and neglect their health. The Administration has
been concerned with this problem for some time and feels that
if simple recreational facilities were available on the premises,
the improvement in health and morale would justify the additional
expense. The facilities must be convenient enough to use during
the noon hour and tempting enough to provoke this use.
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ACADEMIC
Classroom 60 people l,800,
Classroom 40 people 1,2Q0
Classrooms (2) 24 people each at 750 of 1,500
Classrooms (2) 18 people each at 550 sf 1,100
Classrooms (2) 12 people each at 400 sf 800
Modern Language Center (ten booths) 1,100
Lecture Room (with lobby and platform) 4,000
Projection Booth and Service 200
TOTAL 4,.70a-
LIBRARY - 200,000 volumes
Stacks (all open) 14,200
Carrels ( 120 at 36 sf each) 4,320a
Librarian's Office 140
Assistant Librarian's Office 100
Workroom for Cataloguist 40a
Workroom 20
Microfilm room 225
Typing room 330,
Map Library 80Q
Main reading room (Capacity 50 with space 1,500
for 1500 reserve volumes)
TOTAL 22,215
FACULTY AND STAFF OFFICES
Dean 300
Assistant Dean 180
Registrar 250
.7T 
-
PROGRAM.
Secretary for each of above at 10 sf 300
Board. Room 240
Administrative Services 4001
Economics
4. Faculty Offices at 175 of 700
2 Faculty Offices at 120 sf 240
1 Secretary and receptionist 200
1 Conference Room 120
Diplomacy
4 Faculty Offices at 175 of 700
2 Faculty Offices at 120 sf 240
1 Secretary and Receptionist 200
1 Conference Room 120
Law
4 Faculty Offices at 175 sf 700
2 Faculty Offices at 120 sf 240
1 Secretary and Receptionist 200
1 Conference Room 120
Research area to accommodate three projects 3,000.
TOTAL 7,510
PUBLIC ' SERVICES 3,000
DINING FACILITY - Table Service
Dining Room (Capacity 140 per sitting) 1,650
Kitchen and Services 850
TOTAL 2,500
DORMITORY FACILITIES (Gross Footages)
40 Women 300 if each 12,000
60 Men 300 sf each 18,.000
10 Married Students 750 sf each 7,500
10 Student Families 850 sf each 8,500
1 Visiting Faculty and Spouse 8501
2 Guest Rooms 800:
TOTAL 47, 650.
AUXILIARY ROOMS AND RECREATI0N
Game Room (Ping-.pong, billiards, shuffleboard.) 1,100,
Card Room 300
Music Room 400
Television 500
Gymnasium (including 600 sq. ft. pool) 3,,600
Lockers and showers 400
Student Lounge with Kitchen 900
Faculty Lounge with Kitchen 600
Residential Lounges 50Q
TOTAL 8,300
TOTAL, net square footage 81,000
Mechanical and Circulation (339) 27,.0O0.
GROSS TOTAL 108,000
Off street parking for 90 automobiles.
The organizational vocabulary
THE ORGANIZATIONAL VOCABULARY
In order to assimilate a philosophy of organization it is
necessary to; investigate commonly acknowledgedi superficial
properties to, understand wherein their satisfication and hence
persistence lies. The golden section is often thought to have
a mystical inherent beauty as similarity of style is thought
to create harmony. The following investigations show that the
most important value of golden section is not an inherent beauty
but is its peculiar mathematical property which allows it to
generate comprehensibly similar and. therefore visually relatedi
rectangles, the root of architectural beauty; and that style
exists because it is weak substitute for the consistency of
balance, rhythm-, inflection and& scale necessary for harmony.
HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION OF THE GOLDEN SECTION
There is precedent for believing that the proportions of the
golden section do have aesthetiic value. Though experiments to
decide between it and simple numerical ratio proportions were
inconclusive, they seemed to give preference to the golden
section. Thirty-five per cent of those interviewed int Gustav
1 Scholfield, op. cit. pp 22-23.
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Fechner' s experiments involving ten differently shapedi equal
area rectangles favored the golden section to: all the others
while no one rejected it.. Further, the tendency for preferredL
shape was toward the golden sectiont from the extremes of a
square and a 2:5 rectangle.
Jay Hambidge spent most of the last part of his life trying to>
prove that the golden section, along with the root two. the
root three, the root four, the root five, the root six, and,
the root seven rectangles held the mathematical key to the
aesthetic principles which were determinate in the desigzi of
the most beautiful pottery, temples, and stellae in the
Hellenic civilization. Professor Hambidge makes convincing
cases for the validity, understanding, and use of incommensur-
able rectangles as principals of proportion in the early Greek
periods in The Elements of Dynamic Symmetr andl especially in
Dynamic Symmetry: 'The Greek Vase. In The Parthenon and other
Greek Temples: Their Dynamic Symmetry he so expands his analysis
that it requires extreme manipulation to apply his theories.
He is able, however, to present enough logical arguments to
convince one that without a doubt a system of incommensurable
2
ratios was used.
1 Bosanquet, Bernard A History of Aesthetic. pp382-383.
Borziotis, B. C. "Symmetry and Proportion". Giradiate-.School
of Design. The Human Scale III. p 33.
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If this system can be called a Greek architectural theory of
proportion it was all. but forgotten by the Roman times.1 In
the Middle Ages and in the Gothic -periiod, Kerrich stresses the
use of a series of rectangles of different shapes, but all
with incommensurable ratios, that were defined- not arithmeti-
cally but geometrically. Their use indicates little under-'
standing of the geometrical potentialities of incommensurable
ratios.2
Collin Rowe has tried to show that the golden section was, in
fact, known and used by Renaissance architects by comparing
Palladio's Villa Foscari and le Corbusier's Villa in, Garches. 3
The comparison is amazing: the overall shape of each is the
same (approximately the golden section with Fibonacci series
5:8 ratio.) and, the system of subdividing the bearing, walls in
the first and the column, spacing in the latter are suspiciously
identical. Professor Ghyka thinks that Palladio' s rooms seem
4to favor the golden section. The most likely explanation is
that the golden section along with the root two rectangle,
1 Cf. Hambidge, Jay. The Parthenon and other Greek Temples:
Their Dynamic Svmmetry. p 2f.
2 Kerrich, T. "Observations on the use of the mysterious fig-
ure, called the vesica piscis, in the architecture of the
Middle Ages, and in Gothic architecture." pp 353-368.
3 Rowe, Collin. "Mathematics of the Ideal Villa".
"' Ghyka, Matila. Geometry of Art and Life* p 59.
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which was the only irrational number of importance in the
Renaissance theory of proportion, came little:.considered from
Vitruvious' recommendations for room proportions. Its occur-
ance in Vitruvious, amidst a module system which otherwise
presupposes commensurable ratios, was nothing more than an
unrelated particle of forgotten Greek proportional theory.
Also during the Renaissance the golden section is in evidence
in Vignola's design for the Palazzo Farnese at Caprarola and
in other pentagonal plans, but this is only because Euclid's
construction for the pentagon depended on first making a
golden section. There is no indication whatsoever implying
that it was understood as an instrument of proportion. It
remains that Palladio's conception of architectural proportion,
as indeed that of all Renaissance architects,. is based on.
commensurability of ratio.2
Interest in the golden section was revived in the nineteenth
century. A German writer, Zeising, tried to prove that the
golden section is the key to all morphology, both in nature
and in art.3 It was during this time, the era of the revivals,
that the golden section, with the mysticism arising from its
Wittkower, Rudolph. Architectural Principles in the Age of
Humanism. p 95.
2 Ibid. p 95.
3 Read, Herbert. The Meaning of Art* p 22.4
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irrational numbers, was eagerly studied. Architects were
afraid that their art had become static because they lackedi
the science of proportion. D. J. Hay said that the orders are
"so perfect that, since the science which gave them birth has
been buried' in oblivion, classical architecture has been little
more than an imitative art." Since then, practically every
work on aesthetics include some consideration of the problem.2
Interest has been so stimulated that the use of the golden
section has determined the proportiion of architectural elements
and of printed material. It is said that every part of a well--
made violin obeys the same law. The pyramids of Egypt have
been explained by it. The proportion. has frequently been used'
xw. pictorial art: the relationv of the space above the skyline
to the space below, of -foreground to background, and equally of
various lateral divisibns. The paintings of Piero della
Francesca are extreme examples of geometric organization based
3
on the golden section. Even Steen Eiler Rasmussen, who scorns
the value of the Modulor , evidently attaches considerable
aesthetic value to the proportions of the golden section. It
could not be accidental that his book, Experiencing Architecture,
1 Hay, D.R. The Science of Beaut -as developed- in Nature and
applied in Art. p 36.
2 Read. op. cit. pp 22-23.
Ibid. pp 22-23.
4 Rasmussen, Steen Eiler. Experiencing Architecture. pp 106-121.
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is exactly a golden section. On the inside; the composition
of the text is a golden section and the placement on the page
results in that same ratio7 of the top nargiL to) the bottom
margin. In another book, Towns and Buildings, the top margin,
to the bottom margin are again the mean and the extreme of the
golden section rectangle as is the outside margin to the width
of the text. 1
Although seriously concerned scholars have shown and/or ex -
pressed- conviction that the proportions of the golden section
are highly pleasing, scientific investigation has been incon-
clusive. The use of the golden in the past has either been
not understood or been unconsciously involved as a natural
result of geometrical construction involving the square.
Currently the golden section, when understood at all, is used
because its ratia; is di'stincttve enough to be easily comprehen-
sible wherein lies its only inherent beauty. It remains that
if there is a major importance of this ratio>, it lies primarily
in its unique mathematical properties that can be the means to.
an aesthetic end*
Rasmussen designed; both book layouts. The ratios cited are as
exact as printing and binding tolerances will allow. They are
1:1.61 compared to the sought 1:1.618 except +.he marginswhich
vary with cutting but even so average 1:1A6.
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STYLE
Architecture is. an organization with its own continuing life,
and only those persisting elements which give this life its
continuity and its structure are important. These elements
are consistently affected by "lines -of force" which spread,
and develop through several periods, unlike styles that are
merely special aspects of periods which mark them off one
from another. The lines of force are expressed, consciously
or unconsciously, in the articulation, form, and arrangements
of the basic elements in buildings, but it is the composition
of these elements which can achieve coherence among buildings
and not a conformity to style.
The superficial (it cannot be anything else) imitation of style
inevitably develops a degenerating lineage. A good illustra-
tion is the former library building at the University of Texas
(Page 87). It was built on one side of the great plaza domina-
ted by the old Main Building, a Victorian-Gothic behemouth
emulating Texans' thoughts ofi Eastern schools. In designing
the new library at the beginning of this century, architect
Cass Gilbert wisely ignored the style of old Main and built a
clear, crisp, and beautiful library. He. used- the clay tile,
Gideon, Sigfried. Space, Time, and Architecture. p 3530
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wrought iron, and great wooden beams locally available andi used'
them to best compensate for the hotdry climate. This building
set precedent at the University of Texas. The "Spanish style"
has been continued with the resulting ludicrous buildings
(Page 88) of the fifties. The redt tile roof is retained but
with dormers added to provide louvers for the air;conditioning
equipment the wrought iron balconies, which originated as
protective railings for the floor to ceiling out-opening
windows are now stamped, extruded useless railings on equally
useless cantilevered slabs; the wooden beams have:become skimpy
concrete pans in the soffit at the overhang painted like wooden
beams; the windows on the first floor were small for offices,
are now small for classrooms; and the windows on the second
floor were large for the great reading room,,.are now large for
the same size classrooms as those below. Moreover the new
buildingis ugly, further elaboration- is useless. A strong
contrast is Harvard University with the eighteenth century
Massachusetts Hall, the Bullfinch B3uilding, Richardson's
Sever Hall, and the new Quincy House - two hundred years of
contemporary architecture,.eminently compatible, and indeed,
mutually complementary.
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